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Abstract. In heterobilayers of 2D semiconductors, moiré pattern forms due to the inevitable lattice mismatch
and twisting. Earlier works have shown that interlayer excitons in long-period moiré pattern experience a
pronounced superlattice potential and have nanoscale patterned light-coupling properties. This leads to
remarkable new possibilities to explore exciton physics and tailor optical properties. Line defects such as twin
domain boundaries are commonly found in semiconducting transition metal dichalcogenides monolayer,
which, in the context of a heterobilayer, leads to an interface between the R-stacking moiré and H-stacking
moiré. Here, we show that such interface created by twin-domain boundary realizes a line-defect in the
moiré superlattices for interlayer excitons, which localises a one-dimensional exciton mode of topological
origin. The defect configuration in the moiré exciton superlattices can be continuously tuned by the interlayer
translation and twisting angle, and is also a reflection of the atomic configuration of the domain boundary.
The dispersion, wavefunction, and light coupling properties of the interface exciton modes are investigated
at different superlattice defect configurations.
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1. Introduction

Semiconducting transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) monolayers feature direct band gap
in the visible frequency range, exotic valley physics, strong spin–orbit coupling, and exception-
ally strong Coulomb interaction, which have attracted great interest for exploring semiconduc-
tor optics and device applications in the atomically thin limit [1–5]. These monolayers have de-
generate band edges located at the Brillouin zone corner ±K , labeled by the valley pseudospin,
which is an effective quantum degree of freedom of carriers that can be addressed by electrical
and optical controls [6–11]. Exciton formed by Coulomb binding of an electron–hole pair inherit
the valley optical selection rule of the band edges [12, 13], through which an exciton at K (−K )
valley can be interconverted with a σ+(σ−) photon. Monolayer excitons, on the other hand, have
short radiative lifetime and fast valley depolarization [14–16], which have limited their uses for
practical valley-functional devices. Heterobaliyers of TMDs provide a way to overcome these lim-
itations [17–20]. Their type-II band alignment leads to the layer separation of the electron and
hole components in the exciton [20]. While retaining the valley optical selection rule [21], the re-
combination lifetime and the valley depolarization time are substantially increased because of
the quench of the electron hole wavefunction overlap in the interlayer configuration [22]. Such
interlayer excitons have attracted remarkable interest for the exploration of valleytronic and op-
toelectronic applications based on TMDs heterostructures [23–30].

In heterobilayers, small lattice mismatch and twisting between the TMDs building blocks will
lead to the formation of a long-period moiré pattern, i.e. periodic spatial variation in interlayer
atomic registries, which has intriguing effects on the interlayer excitons [21, 31]. With the sensi-
tive dependence of interlayer coupling and optical transitions on the atomic registries [21, 32],
the moiré pattern realizes a pronounced periodic potential landscape for interlayer exciton [33],
as well as the nanoscale patterning of its light-coupling properties [31, 34, 35]. Consequently, the
moiré excitons can be confined in an array of quantum dot like potential traps with circularly po-
larised valley optical selection rules. In relative small moiré, lateral hopping of excitons between
the traps further leads to an excitonic superlattice with in situ strong spin–orbit coupling [31].
Possible experimental signatures of such moiré excitons are recently reported [23–25].

Twin boundaries are line defects that are commonly found in monolayer TMDs grown by CVD
and MBE [36–46]. In the heterobilayers, the existence of twin boundaries in one layer introduces
a one-dimensional interface between regions of H-stacking and R-stacking respectively. Theo-
retical calculations have shown that interlayer excitons experience distinct spin-valley optical se-
lection rules and potential landscapes in the moiré formed in H-type and R-type heterobilay-
ers [31, 34]. The properties of moiré excitons at such interface between the H-type and R-type
heterobilayers realized by the twin boundary are intriguing to explore, with practical relevances.

Here we show that the twin boundary in a monolayer building block of the heterobilayer
corresponds to a line defect in the moiré superlattice for interlayer excitons, interfacing the R-
type and H-type moirés of distinct landscape and optical selection rules. The orientation and
configuration of the superlattice line defect are sensitively controlled by the twisting angle and
interlayer translation between the two monolayers, as well as atomic configuration of the twin
boundary. A one-dimensional exiton mode of topological origin can be localized at such line
defect, which features unusual dispersion relation and light coupling properties. Within the light
cone where the exciton can be directly interconverted with photon, the defect exciton mode
realizes a helical channel inside the gap of the excitonic minibands, where the velocity and
detuning from the miniband edge can be tuned by interlayer bias. Remarkably, we find that
the defect exciton mode can also provide information on the transmission of band edge carriers
through the twin boundary. The dispersion of the exciton mode is dependent on the amplitude
of transmission. The optical transition dipole of the exciton mode has both in-plane and out-of-
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plane components. The ratio of the in-plane and out-of-plane dipole, as well as the polarization
angle of the in-plane dipole, provide a sensitive probe on the phase of carrier transmission across
the twin boundary.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the dependence of geometric
configuration of the moiré superlattice line defect on the twin-boundary atomic configuration,
and twisting angle and interlayer translation between the two layers. In Section 3, we analyse
the hopping of low energy interlayer excitons between the moiré trapping sites across the line
defect. A tight-binding model describing the interface of the R-type and H-type moiré exciton
superlattice is constructed with up to the third nearest neighbor hopping. In Sections 4 and 5, we
focus on the example of zigzag moiré line defect in zero twisting heterobilayer. The dispersion
of the defect exciton mode is analyzed in Section 4, under different atomic configurations and
transmission amplitudes of band edge carrier through the twin-boundary. In Section 5, we
investigate the optical transition dipole of the moiré exciton interface mode and its dependence
on the phase of carrier transmission amplitude across the twin boundary.

2. Geometric configurations of the superlattice line defect

Figure 1(a) schematically shows a heterobilayer with top and bottom gates. There is a zigzag twin-
boundary in the top layer, so to the left side of the twin boundary, the R-stacking heterobilayer
is formed, while to the right side, the heterobilayer is H-stacked. The figure also illustrates a split
double gate design with the twin-boundary lying in the gap, which allows most control flexibility
with separate interlayer bias control of the R- and H-stacking regions. But as we will discuss later,
a global top and bottom gating may also be sufficient.

The lattice mismatch and rotation misalignment between the individual layer of the heterobi-
layer lead to moiré patterns in these two regions with distinct stacking orders. Due to the same
lattice constants and relative twist angle in these two regions caused by rotating the bottom layer,
both moiré patterns in the R-stacking region and H-stacking region have the same periods and
superlattice orientations. In the moiré pattern, we trace the three high symmetry locals A, B, C,
where the local atomic stackings retain the C3 rotational symmetry. The interlayer stacking reg-
istries at these three locals are respectivley Rh

h ,R X
h ,RM

h (H X
h , H h

h , H M
h ) in R-stacking (H-stacking)

region, as shown in Figure 1(b, c). Earlier works have shown that in the R-stacking moiré, A and B
points are energy minima that trap moiré excitons, and C points are the energy maxima, whereas
in the H-stacking region, A and C points are the energy minima, and B points are the energy max-
ima [31]. These energy landscapes then define honeycomb superlattices in the R- and H-stacking
regions respectively.

Clearly there can be a mismatch at the interface between the R- and H-stacking moiré, which
forms a line defect in the whole superlattice (see Figure 1(c)). The moiré line defect configuration
is controlled by interlayer twist angle θ, interlayer translation δl and the width of twin boundary
|d |. Here d is the vector connecting two metal atoms from the left side zigzag edge to the right
side zigzag edge in the twin-boundary (see Figures 1(a) and 3(c)). In the following, we first discuss
how the line defect configuration in the moiré superlattice changes with the control parameters.

We choose the coordinate frame that the twin-boundary in the top layer is along the y
direction (the bottom layer will be rotated with the small twist angle θ). The moiré superlattice
period in the R-tacking region and H-stacking region can be uniformly expressed in term of the
twist angle θ and lattice mismatch ε as [47]

b ≡ ∣∣LM
i

∣∣= ∣∣R M
i

∣∣= 1+ε√
ε2 +2(1+ε)(1−cosθ)

a. (1)
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Figure 1. (a) The heterobilayer is set up in the splitting gate. The system with R type
stacking in the leftside and H-type stacking in the rightside. The electric field along the
z direction can be different in R-stacking and H-stacking regions, denoted by E r

⊥, E h
⊥.

(b) The local stacking configuration of A, B, C, points, where Rµ

h (Hµ

h ) denotes a R-type
(H-type) stacking with µ-site of upper layer coincided with hexagon center(h) of lower
layer. (c) moiré superlattices are shown in the R-stacking and H-satcking regions with their
primitive vectors LM

i and R M
i . The shaded A, B, C points are high symmetry points with

C3 symmetry. The primitive vectors of monolayer TMDs are a1 = a (0 , 1), a2 = a (
p

3/2,1/2)
with the lattice period a. The metal atoms and chalcogen atoms are denoted by cyan (green)
spheres and yellow (orange) spheres in MoX2 (WX2), respectively.

where LM
i and R M

i denote the primitive vectors of the superlattice in the R-stacking and H-
stacking regions respectively (Figure 1(c)). Use ϕ to denote the angle between the superlattice
zigzag axis with the interface of R- and H-stacking regions (y coordinate axis), one find

ϕ= arctan

(
sinθ

1+ε−cosθ

)
, (2)

in both the R-stacking and H-stacking region. The twist angle θ and lattice mismatch ε together
control the orientation of the line-defect in the moiré superlattice, i.e. whether it is a zigzag,
armchair, or a chiral one, although the underlaying twin-boundary is fixed to be zigzag. For
example, in the MoSe2/WSe2 bilayer with ε= 0.1%, one find ϕ≈ 1.55 at twist angle θ = 5°, which
means the superlattice line-defect is a chiral one. At small twist angle limit, one can get that
ϕ ≈ arctan(θ/ε). A zigzag moiré line defect is formed at zero twist angle. In the limit that ε is
negligible, ϕ= (π−θ)/2.

With the line-defect orientation determined by θ and ε, its configuration can be further
controlled by interlayer translation δl , and is also a sensitive reflection of the twin-boundary
parameter d . It is easy to see that the interlayer translation (the translation of bottom layer by δl ,
in the reference adopted here) will cause a common translation δr of the moiré superlattice sites
in the R-stacking and H-stacking regions (see Figure 2(a)),

δr =−(
1−M−1R̂−1)−1

M−1R̂−1δl (3)
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Figure 2. Schematic of the evolution of the moiré line defect configuration with the change
of parameters. (We have enlarge the lattice match 8 times than that in MoSe2/WSe2 so that
the moiré pattern can be shown in a small region.) (a) A relative translation δl (red arrows)
of bottom layer causes a shift δr (darker blue arrows) of moiré superlattice sites common in
both R-stacking and H-stacking regions. Both the twist angle θ and lattice mismatch ε are
nonzero here. The shaded disks denote the A (B) sites in the R-stacking (H-stacking) region.
(b) At zero twisting, the variation δd in the twin-boundary width produces a translation of
moiré superlattice sites in the H-stacking in the x direction, which changes the superlattice
line-defect width. (c) At non-zero twist angle θ, δr can have both x and y components.
When θ is much large compared to the lattice mismatch ε, the same δd cause a translation
δr of moiré superlattice sites nearly along y direction. The width of the superlattice line-
defect is unchanged, but the sites registry between its two sides are changed.

where M = 1+ε, and R̂ ≡ R̂(θ) is the operator describing in-plane anti-clockwise rotation. For the
example of zero twist angle θ = 0, δr =−(1/ε)δl , where a tiny interlayer translation δl will cause
a magnified shift (by a sizeable factor of ε−1) of the moiré superlattice along the same direction.

The parameter d controls the relative displacement between the superlattice sites of the R-
stacking and H-stacking region. We illustrate below how the superlattice configuration evolves
when the value of d is varied, which can always be decomposed as a translation of half of the
upper layer byδd , plus an overall interlayer translationδl . The role of the latter has been analyzed
above. And we find that δd simply causes a shift δr in the superlattice sites at the corresponding
half of the moiré (Figure 2(b–c)),

δr = (
1−M−1R̂−1)−1

δd . (4)

By definition, d is along x direction (Figure 1(a)), so its variation δd = (δd , 0). At zero twisting, we
find

δr = (
δrx ,δry

)= δd

(
1+ε
ε

,0

)
, (5)

i.e. the value of d controls the relative displacement in the x direction between the R-stacking
and H-stacking moiré sites (see Figure 2(b)). In other words, it controls the width of moiré line
defect. At finite twist angle, we have

δr ≈ δd

(
1+ε
ε

,−1+ε
ε2 θ

)
. (6)

The displacement δr of the superlattice sites in the corresponding stacking region has both x-
and y-components, see Figure 2(c). For ε ¿ θ, δr would be nearly perpendicular to δd . The
width of the superlattice line-defect is unchanged, but the sites registry between its two sides
are changed.

C. R. Physique — 2021, 22, n S4, 53-68
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Figure 3. (a, b) Line-defect configurations in the moiré superlattice, under various width
|d | of the twin-boundary. The black dots and gray dots denote, A and B in the R-stacking
region, respectivley. While the darker red and lighter red are A and C points in the H-
stacking region. The gray dashed line denotes the zigzag edge of R-stacking region of
moiré superlattice. Eight configurations of the moiré line defect are shown under various
values of |d |, where a is the lattice constant of monolayer TMDs. (c) Two twin boundary
configurations from [41].

Figure 3 gives a more detailed account of the superlattice line defect configurations at the
various d values, for the example of MoSe2/WSe2 heterobilayer (ε = 0.1%), at θ = 0. The line
defect is along the zigzag direction. When |d | increases from a/

p
3 to 4a/

p
3, a whole column

of superlattice hexagon emerges, shifting the superlattice sites to the right of the line defect byp
3b. In Figure 3(c), two different twin boundary configurations determined in experiments are

shown for reference.
As a brief summary of this part, various line-defect configurations (orientation, width and site

registry) can be realized in the heterobilayer moiré superlattice, controlled by the lattice mis-
match, twisting, interlayer translation, and twin-boundary width. This points to rich possibilities
to engineer interface mode of moiré excitons. Such mode can be of topological nature, as we will
show below using the example of the zero twist angle heterobilayer. We choose the line-defect in
(b1) and (b5) of Figure 3 as the representative configurations as demonstration. In previous stud-
ies [37, 38, 41–46], the widths of observed twin boundaries are about 0.8a, 1.1a, or 1.65a with the
lattice constant a, in the atomic scale. While the induced moiré line defect should have widths in
the order of moiré-period and been controlled by |d | in the zero twisted angle cases.

3. Hopping of interlayer excitons between the moiré trapping sites

The MoX2/WX2 heterobilayers have conduction band edge and valence band edge located in
different layers, i.e. a type-II band alignment, in which interlayer excitons are energetically
favorable with electrons in the MoX2 (upper) layer and holes in the WX2 (bottom) layer. Since
the electron and hole constituents are separated in different layer, the interlayer exciton has
an electric dipole. In the moiré pattern, the periodic variation of interlayer atomic registry
results in periodically modulated local bandgap Eg and interlayer distance d . Thus, the interlayer
exciton in the moiré pattern would experience a superlattice potential with same period of moiré

C. R. Physique — 2021, 22, n S4, 53-68
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Figure 4. (a) The moiré potential in the R-type and the H-type MoSe2/WSe2 heterobilayer
at E⊥ ≈ 0 V/nm. The complex hopping phase for up to third nearest neighbor hopping are
shown. (b–c) The moiré potentials in the R-type and H-type region with applied different
external electric field. (d) The lowest two mini-bands for spin up excitons in the R-stacking
region, calculated exactly from the moiré potential (c), and calculated with the tight binding
model with up to third nearest neighbor hopping. (e) Schematic of the hopping of interlayer
exciton across the line-defect. The zigzag oriented twin-boundary conserves the valley
index. With the twin-boundary lying in the electron layer (upper two panels), the electron
band edge has opposite spin splitting in the R-stacking and H-stacking regions. The bottom
panel illustrates the different situation where the twin-boundary lies in the hole layer,
where hole has to flip spin for the exciton to hop across the line defect. Solid (dashed) curves
denote spin up (down) band edges. Solid (dotted) arrows denote spin conserved (flipped)
hopping of electron or hole.

superlattice [31]. Through exciton’s electric dipole, such moiré potential can be tuned by an
perpendicular electric field E⊥. The superlattice potential for the interlayer exciton is then,

V (R) = Eg (R)+eE⊥d(R)−Eb , (7)

where R is the location in the moiré, and Eb denotes exciton binding energy. For the example
of MoSe2/WSe2 heterobilayer, the potential landscape V (R) at a given electric field is shown as
the color maps in Figure 4(a–c), plotted using the formula and parameters extracted from first
principle band structure calculations given in [31].

The moiré potential extrema appear at the mentioned high symmetry locals, A, B, C due to
the constraint of C3 symmetry. Note that the A, B (A, C) points are the local potential minima
in the R-stacking (H-stacking) region, which are trapping sites of the interlayer excitons, while
the C (B) points are potential maxima in R-stacking (H-stacking) region of moiré pattern. The
excitons at those high symmetry points have valley optical selection rules determined by the
local atomic registry [31,34]. When the moiré period is relatively small, the trapped excitons have
lateral hopping between the trapping sites, forming an excitonic honeycomb superlattice.

Unlike other realization of superlattice potential, the hopping matrix element of the interlayer
exciton in the moiré superlattice uniquely carries a complex phase,

tβ (R1 −R2) = ei(K−K ′)·(R1−R2)
∣∣tβ (R1 −R2)

∣∣ , (8)

C. R. Physique — 2021, 22, n S4, 53-68
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where R1 and R2 are the initial and final sites, and K (K ′) is the electron (hole) valley center. The
hopping amplitude tβ depends on the potential landscape and can be different in the R-stacking
(β = r ) and H-stacking (β = h) moiré, while the phase does not and has the same form in the
R-stacking and H-stacking regions.

We note that this complex hopping phase introduces the spin dependence [31]. In monolayer
TMDs, the valence band edge is spin-valley locked [8], namely, one find spin down (up) hole
only at valley K ′ (−K ′), as shown in Figure 4(e). Consequently, interlayer exciton also has its
spin index locked to the valley index. As shown in Figure 4(e), at a given electron–hole valley
configuration (K ,K ′), spin-triplet and spin-singlet exciton species have different energies due
to the conduction band spin splitting. If we concern about one of these species, e.g. the spin-
singlet exciton, its two degenerate configurations, the spin up and down excitons have the valley
configurations (K ,K ′) and (−K ,−K ′) respectively. The hopping terms for spin up excitons are
given in (8), while the hopping terms for the spin down excitons is the time reversal counterpart
at (−K ,−K ′), i.e. the complex conjugate of (8). Such spin-dependence in the complex hopping
phase introduces sizable spin–orbit splitting in the exciton mini-bands [31].

The low energy excitons in such honeycomb superlattice can be described by a two-orbital
tight binding model (Figure 4) [31]. Figure 4(d) shows a comparison of the lowest two exciton
mini-bands in the R-stacking region calculated exactly from the moiré potential V (R) in Fig-
ure 4(c), and that from the tight binding model with up to third nearest neighbor hopping, at a
moiré period b = 10 nm. The parameters used in the tight-binding model are t0 = 3.07 meV for
the magnitude of first nearest neighbor hopping, t1 = 0.40 meV for second nearest neighbor hop-
ping, t2 = 0.15 meV for third nearest neighbor hopping, and energy difference m = −0.53t0 be-
tween the A and B sites. Figure 4(d) shows only the mini-bands of spin up excitons, which feature
two Dirac cones at the Γm and −Km points of the mini Brillouin zone. These Dirac cone loca-
tions are clearly distinct from a typical honeycomb lattice, which are displaced by the wavevector
K m ≡ K −K ′ that lies in the complex hopping phases in (8). The spin down excitons’ mini-bands
are obtained as their time reversal.

Now we turn to the near neighbor hopping of exciton between the moiré superlattice sites
on the two sides of the line defect. The hopping of the hole component conserves both spin
and valley indices, as hole layer is a continuous lattice through the two regions. With the twin-
boundary lying in the electron layer, the complex electronic structure at the low-symmetry
twin-boundary may lead to both spin-conserved and spin-flipped hopping of the electron. So
in general, hopping matrix element is allowed between a spin singlet exciton in R-region with
both spin singlet and spin triplet exciton at the same valley in H-region. If the twin-boundary
lies in the hole layer, then hole has to flip spin for the exciton to hop across the line defect
(see Figure 4(e)).

The width of twin boundary is orders smaller than that of the moiré line defect. When the
interlayer exciton hops across the moiré line defect, the role of the twin boundary at a distance
much larger than d can be described as an extra phase shift eiφ and a change in the magnitude of
the hopping matrix element, on top of the form described by (8)),

tr h ≡ eiφαtr , (9)

where tr is the hopping matrix element in the pristine moiré superlattice. φ is a constant
here, corresponding to the phase shift in the transmission coefficient of the one-dimensional
scattering of electron by the twin-boundary. The factor α accounts for both the amplitude of this
transmission coefficient, as well as the effect of the different energy landscape V (R) at the line-
defect seen by the moiré exciton. Their values are subject to the details of the twin-boundary and
moiré line-defect configurations, and we will show below that α will manifest in the dispersion
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of the moiré exciton interface mode. The phase shift φ has no effect on the dispersion, but will
manifest in the optical transition dipole of the interface mode.

We note that moiré excitons in the R-type and H-type heterobilayers in general can have an
energy offset ∆r h , which are measured to be in the order of a few tens of meV in MoSe2/WSe2

heterobilayers [23]. ∆r h significantly larger than the nearest neighbor hopping amplitude t0 can
decouple the R-stacking and H-stacking moiré superlattice, giving rise to two separate edge
modes at the line-defect.∆r h could be contributed by the conduction band splitting (Figure 4(e)),
and the binding energy difference due to the slightly different interlayer distances in R- and H-
stacking. The latter can be used to tune ∆r h in a uniform perpendicular electric field. Besides,
the split double-gating shown in Figure 1(a) allows applying different electric field to the R-
stacking and H-stacking regions. These control possibilities allow tuning ∆r h to small value so
that interlayer exciton can efficiently hop across the line-defect, the effect of which we explore
below. We focus on hopping between the same spin species on both sides, e.g. spin singlet, in
which case the spin-flipped hopping, i.e. between singlet and triplet, will be suppressed by their
energy offset. Alternatively, spin singlet in the R-stacking region can also be tuned into near
resonance with the spin triplet in the H-stacking region (or vice versa) to allow their spin-flipped
hopping, whereas other exciton species become irrelevant.

4. Dispersion of the moiré exciton interface mode

The dispersions of the moiré exciton interface mode can be classified into several types deter-
mined by the sign of the site energy difference mr =V (RB )−V (R A) in the R-stacking region, that
in the H-stacking region mh =V (R A)−V (RC ), and the energy offset∆r h between the two regions.
As discussed earlier, the bulk mini-band dispersion is reminiscent of that of graphene, expect for
the displacement of the Dirac cones by the wavevector K m ≡ K −K ′. mβ corresponds to the Dirac
mass, which opens a gap. The gapped Dirac cone features a half-quantized topological charge,
with sign determined by the sign of mβ. If the mass has opposite sign in the honeycomb lattice
on the two sides of the interface, the quantized change of the bulk topological charge across the
interface dictates a chiral channel inside the gap of each cone [48]. Figure 5(a) shows the exciton
mini-bands dispersion corresponding to such a case. The blue and red color denote respectively
the spin up and down excitons. For each spin, there is a in-gap chiral channel at the Dirac cones
at the mini-Brillouin zone center and corner. Only the zero momentum excitons in a small neigh-
borhood of the mini-BZ center, referred as the light cone (kc ≈ 0.01/nm), can satisfy the momen-
tum conservation for coupling to photon. Within the light cone, the interface moiré exciton mode
realizes a one-dimensional spin helical channel.

Figure 5(b) shows a different type of moiré exciton dispersion, where the sign of mass mr is the
same as mh . In such case, the interface mode becomes a rather flat 1D band, connecting the Dirac
cones at the mini-BZ center and corner. The dispersion shown is for the spin up exciton, while
the spin down one can be obtained as its time reversal. The relative sign the Dirac masses mr

and mh can be tuned by the perpendicular electric field, making use of the location dependent
exciton electric dipole ed(R) in the moiré (cf. (7)). Figure 4(b–c) show two examples of the moiré
potentials V (R) in the R-stacking and H-stacking regions. The mass mr in the R-stacking regions
is reversed when the electric field value changes from E⊥ =−0.37 V/nm to −0.6 V/nm, while the
sign of mh is unchanged.

Figure 5(c) shows yet another type of interface mode dispersion, in the case of very large ∆l r ,
which effectively decouples the low energy exciton mini-band in the R-stacking region from that
in the H-stacking region, leading to the flat-band edge states like those observed at the zigzag
edges of graphene [48]. We note that our tight-binding model constructed with the ground state
in each moiré trapping site only accounts the lowest two exciton mini-bands in either sides. There
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Figure 5. (a) The mass of exciton tight binding model in R-stacking region (mr = −0.5t )
is larger than that in the H-stacking region (mh = 0.2t ). The spin up (blue) and down (red
curve) exciton dispersions are shown with helical edge states in the light cone highlighted
in yellow color. (b) The sign of the mass of exciton tight binding in R-stacking region
(mr = 0.5t ) is the same as that in the H-stacking region (mh = 0.2t ). There are two flat
bands at the moiré line defect connecting the Dirac points. (c) The large energy difference
(∆r h = 15t ) effectively decouples excitons in the R-stacking region (with mr = −0.5t )
from that in the H-stacking region (mh = 0.2t ). (a–c) Corresponds to the same line defect
configuration (b5). (d) The dispersion of moiré excitons with mr =−0.5t , mh = 0.2t for line
defect configuration (b1). For (a–d), detail values of parameters used in the tight binding
model are listed in Table 1. For b = 10 nm moiré size, the light cone size has width 2kc b ≈ 0.2
around the origin. The energy unit here t = 3.07 meV.
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Figure 6. (a) The dependence of interface mode dispersion on α, the magnitude of the
hopping across the line defect (cf. (9) in the text). The defect configuration considered is
(b1) in Figure 3. (b) Exciton interface mode dispersion at line defect configuration (b5), at
the different α values. (c) An example of the wave function of the interface state in the light
cone, with α= 1.0t . For (a–c), the detailed values of parameters in the tight binding model
are listed in Table 3.

Table 1. Values of parameters in each sub-figure of Figure 5 in the tight binding model,
t = 3.07 meV

(a) With boundary config. (b5) (b) With boundary config. (b5)
tr 0 =−t , th0 =−1.12t tr 0 =−t , th0 =−1.12t

tr 1 = 0.129t , th1 = 0.137t tr 1 = 0.129t , th1 = 0.137t
tr 2 =−0.05t , th2 =−0.052t tr 2 =−0.05t , th2 =−0.052t
mr =−0.5t , mh = 0.2t mr = 0.5t , mh = 0.2t
∆r h = 0.4t , α= 1.0t ∆r h = 0.0t , α= 1.0t

(c) With boundary config. (b5) (d) With boundary config. (b1)
tr 0 =−t , th0 =−1.12t tr 0 =−t , th0 =−1.12t

tr 1 = 0.129t , th1 = 0.137t tr 1 = 0.129t , th1 = 0.137t
tr 2 =−0.05t , th2 =−0.052t tr 2 =−0.05t , th2 =−0.052t
mr =−0.5t , mh = 0.2t mr =−0.5t , mh = 0.2t
∆r h = 15t , α= 1.0t ∆r h = 0.4t , α= 1.0t

also exist higher energy mini-bands arising from excited states at the moiré trapping sites (i.e.
with p- or d-wave envelope functions) [31, 35]. In the large ∆r h limit, the higher energy mini-
bands in the R-stacking region can overlap in energy with the mini-bands in H-stacking region,
or vice versa, which can be coupled by exciton hopping across the line defects. These can also
lead to interface exciton modes like those addressed in Figure 5(a,b).

The dispersions of the interface mode also depend strongly on configurations of the moiré
line defect. Figure 5(d) shows the dispersions at line-defect configuration (b1) which is drastically
different from those of configuration (b5) shown in Figure 5(a) under the same parameters. For
the (b5) case, the superlattice sites still preserve the hexagonal lattice configurations, except
that the onsite energies and near neighbor hopping have changed across the line defect. In
contrast, for (b1), the sites at the line defects have been completely rearranged from hexagonal
configuration, giving rise to more complex interface exciton modes.

Besides, the magnitude of hopping across the line defect, tr h , also has impacts on the interface
mode dispersion. The dispersions under line defect configuration (b1) and (b5) under different
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Table 2. Nontrivial exciton edge state cases, t = 3.07 meV

Config. (b1), θ = 0 Config. (b5), θ = 0
|d | = a/

p
3 |d | = 3a/

p
3

sgn[mr ] =−sgn[mh] sgn[mr ] =−sgn[mh]
α= 0.2 ∼ 0.8t α= 0.5 ∼ 1.8t

Table 3. Values of parameters in each sub-figure of Figure 6 in the tight binding, t =
3.07 meV model

(a) With boundary config. (b1) (b) With boundary config. (b5) (c) With boundary config. (b5)
tr 0 =−t , th0 =−1.12t tr 0 =−t , th0 =−1.12t tr 0 =−t , th0 =−1.12t

tr 1 = 0.129t , th1 = 0.137t tr 1 = 0.129t , th1 = 0.137t tr 1 = 0.129t , th1 = 0.137t
tr 2 =−0.05t , th2 =−0.052t tr 2 =−0.05t , th2 =−0.052t tr 2 =−0.05t , th2 =−0.052t
mr =−0.5t , mh = 0.2t mr =−0.5t , mh = 0.2t mr =−0.5t , mh = 0.2t
∆r h = 0, α= 0.3t ,0.5t ,0.6t ∆r h = 0, α= 0.5t ,1.0t ,1.5t ∆r h = 0, α= 1.0t

Table 4. The emission polarization of the moiré exciton with valley configuration {K ,K ′} at
the high symmetry points in the R-stacking and H-stacking region [34]

Rh
h

(A)
R X

h
(B)

RM
h

(C)
H X

h
(A)

H h
h

(B)
H M

h
(C)

Spin singlet σ+ σ− z σ+ σ− z
Spin triplet z σ+ σ− z σ+ σ−

values ofα (cf. (9)) are shown in Figure 6. A common trend observed in both cases is that with the
increase of α, there is a branch of interface mode dispersion that is blue shifted inside the bulk
mini-gap, and consequently, the velocity and energy of the in gap mode in the light cone can be
tuned. Finally, we summarize two specific cases, in which nontrivial exciton edge states exist at
the moiré line defect. The parameters are listed in the Table 2.

5. Optical transition dipole of the moiré exciton interface mode

In this section, we focus on optical properties of the interface moiré excitons. At each moiré
trapping site, the optical transition dipole of the moiré exciton is exclusive determined by the
local atomic registry [31] and the spin-valley configuration. We have list the emission polarization
of the exciton with the (K ,K ′) electron–hole valley configuration at the high symmetry stacking
in Table 4. The spin singlet excitons have distinct optical selection rules from that of spin triplet
ones. And unlike the monolayer exciton in TMDs where the optical dipole is dominated by the in
plane one, the interlayer excitons can couple to either the in-plane σ± circularly polarized light
or the out-of-plane (z) linearly polarized light.

The moiré exciton interface mode localized by the line defect has its wavefunction extended
over the trapping sites in both the R-stacking region and H-stacking regions. Figure 6(c) shows
an example of the wavefunction of the interface mode in the light cone, distributed over the few
column of trapping sites on both sides of the interface. The optical dipole of the interface mode is
then determined by the interference of the optical dipoles on these trapping sites. Specially, the
phase shift of the moiré exciton obtained after crossing the twin boundary can be manifested in
the light coupling.
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The wave function of the 1D interface mode can be generally written as

∣∣ψk (y)
〉= eik y

(∑
i

cr
i ,A

∣∣∣χr
i ,A

〉
+∑

i
cr

i ,B

∣∣∣χr
i ,B

〉
+eiφ

∑
i

ch
i ,A

∣∣∣χh
i ,A

〉
+eiφ

∑
i

ch
i ,C

∣∣∣χh
i ,C

〉)
(10)

where the sum is over the number of supercells containing A and B points in the R-stacking

region or A and C points in the H-stacking region along the x direction.
∣∣∣χr

i ,A

〉
is the exciton

wavepacket state at A point of i th supercell in R-stacking region of moiré pattern [31]. φ is the
phase shift of exciton hopping matrix element across the line-defect (cf. (9)), corresponding to
the phase shift in the transmission coefficient of the one-dimensional scattering of electron by
the twin-boundary. In the light cone, the wavevector k = 0.

Consider first the spin triplet exciton, the optical transition dipole of the interface exciton
mode is given by,

DT =
(

Ar + Ah
)

ez +B r e++C h e−, (11)

where

Ar =
(∑

i
cr

i ,A

)
Dr

z and Ah = eiφ

(∑
i

ch
i ,A

)
Dh

z

are the contributions from the A sites in the R-stacking and H-stacking regions respectively,
contributing the out-of-plane z polarized component.

B r =
(∑

i
cr

i ,B

)
Dr

+

is the contribution from the B sites in the R-stacking region, with the σ+ polarized dipole.

C h = eiφ

(∑
i

ch
i ,C

)
Dh

−

is from the C sites in the H-stacking region, contributing the σ− polarized dipole. Dβ
γ with

γ=+,−, z andβ= r,h represent the magnitude of theσ+,σ−, z polarized optical transition dipole
of interlayer excitons at the C3 symmetrical sites in the R-stacking region and H-stacking region.
In general, the interface mode’s optical dipole can have all the three orthogonal components.
The in-plane and out-of-plane polarized dipole can be separately analyzed by selecting the
propagation direction of the photon. Remarkably, φ manifests as the relative phase between the
σ+ and σ− polarized components, whose interference leads to an elliptically polarized in-plane
dipole with the major axis determined by φ.

For the spin singlet exciton, the optical dipole of an interface mode in the light cone can also
be expressed generally as,

DS =
(

Ar + Ah
)

e++B r e−+C h ez , (12)

with

Ar =
(∑

i
cr

i ,A

)
Dr

+, Ah = eiφ

(∑
i

ch
i ,A

)
Dh

+,

B r =
(∑

i
cr

i ,B

)
Dr

−, C h = eiφ

(∑
i

ch
i ,C

)
Dh

z .

The phase shiftφ also manifests in the overall in-plane optical dipole, but in a more complex way
that affects both the major axis and the ellipticity of the polarization.
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6. Conclusions

We have studied the line defect configurations in the moiré superlattice of TMDs heterobilayers,
due to a twin boundary in one of the layers, and the properties of 1D moiré exciton interface
mode localized by such line defect. We have shown that the twisting angle, lattice mismatch,
and interlayer translation can be exploited to realize a varieties of line defect configurations in
the zigzag, armchair, and general chiral direction in the honeycomb moiré superlattice, whereas
the line defect configuration is also a sensitive reflection of the width of the atomic twin-
boundary configuration. These can be exploited to engineer various interface moiré exciton
modes. For zigzag oriented line defects, we give some quantitative examples of the interface
mode dispersions, which can either be flat bands connecting the Dirac nodes in the bulk mini-
bands of excitons, or in-gap helical states in the light cone. The determining factors on the
interface mode dispersion can be the Dirac mass (site energy differences) on the two sides of
the line-defect which can be tuned by perpendicular electric field, the geometric configurations
of the superlattice line defects, and the magnitude of the exciton hopping across the line defect.
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